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Locate two 2 dowel pins on top of the headlamp assembly. Rotate the headlamp retainer pins
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Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your
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and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit
- DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. For
more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this
item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free
of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: Watch this video to learn
how to replace and service the headlight assembly and bulbs on your Chevy Suburban This
item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This
information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are
purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that
this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect
fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest

product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Headlight
Assemblies. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Headlight Assemblies.
Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize
your delivery options in checkout. Brand : LHT Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is
backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. How to Replace
Headlights Chevy Suburban Created on: Watch this video to learn how to replace and service
the headlight assembly and bulbs on your Chevy Suburban Connect the headlight electrical
connector Line up the headlight using the locating tabs Maneuver the headlight into place
Install the two 10mm bolts into the top of the headlight Install the 10mm bolt into the rear of the
headlight Remove the tape from the bumper Push the bumper tabs into place Push the inner
fender into place Push the plastic clips into the inner fencer Insert the 7mm bolts into the inner
fender Adjust the headlight as needed with a 5mm Allen key. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit.
Fits these Makes Chevrolet. Product Reviews. Chevy headlight pair. The customer service was
great and the part was delivered on or before the day it was due. The parts met and surpassed
my expectations as so did the price. Great job! I can see clearly now. I discovered 1A when I
searched online for new headlights for my Avalanche. Ordering online was easy and I choose
standard delivery, which was plenty fast enough. When the headlight boxes were delivered to
my door, I was excited and couldn't wait to open them up. As I unwrapped the headlights I could
tell that they had been wrapped up by someone that cared about my order. I watched a video
online about how to install the headlights and what tools were required, it seemed very simple.
The next day I went out to the garage and installed the new headlights. My new headlights look
amazing, work perfectly and my Avalanche looks brand new. Ironically when I told a friend that I
just got new headlights from my truck, he asked if I got them at 1A. Small world! Thanks 1A!!!!
Not Up To Expectations. I have returned the two new headlight assemblies as they didn't match
up to the original GM OEM units. The construction on the new units appeared to be fine, but the
fitment was slightly off and the headlight up and down adjusters didn't provide the same range
as the OEM units. Also the highbeam reflector projected a different light pattern vs the OEM
units further complicating the beam adjustment process. That said, this is an exception to my
shopping experience with 1A Auto. The units were returned with no hassels and I have since
bought similar headlight units for my daughter's Toyota Tacoma. They fit well once they were
wrestled in place. They worked like the original lights when the vehicle was new. The
installation was easy and quick. I love my new headlights. Stock replacment. This is a stock
replacement. Love them! Had them installed within a hour after they were delivered. They fit
perfectly and look fantastic. My Suburban looks years younger and lights up the road so much
better at night. Bright Lights at Nite. H David. My daughter and lb son in law gave me a big hug
when they saw new headlights! They travel at night quite a bit, so now they feel much safer
hauling grands kids! Buddy and I installed both lights in less than 2 hours! So most anyone
should be capable! UPS, to house, installed in vehicle in less than 4 hours! Thank you so
much!! This pair of headlights have made my '09 Suburban look new again. The fit was good
and the quality seemed very good. Only issue I am currently having is my drivers side turn
signal is inoperative, which could have been like that before the replacement was done.
Thought it might just be a fuse issue, but that did not resolve it. Looking for a fix now. Good
headlights. Looked identical to original factory. Installed properly and operate well. Perfect fit
looks great!! Great Company is 1A Auto!! Headlight Replacement. Very happy with my new
headlights! Good price and just as good as originals. Lamp are just ok, you can tell that they
come from China. We'll see how long it takes before they get cloudy. So happy with my lights!!
I'm very satisfied with this purchase. I couldn't believe it came with all the bulbs and wiring. I
read a couple reviews and thought it wasn't going to come with the bulbs and stuff but it did.
You get a complete light ready to go. My car looks just like it did when I bought it new! Wish I
did it sooner. Headlight came in on time as stated. Package was well protected. Headlight fit the
vehicle perfectly. I will be purchasing from them again. Chevy headlights. Hey meet my
exprctation. I would recommend them. The price was great. Test bulbs? I think it really sucks
that you shipped these headlights with test bulbs in them. They burned out after 2 weeks after
getting them. I think if you pay for headlights you should get headlights at work for a while not
headlights with test bulbs in them that don't work after 2 weeks. Very dissatisfied! A1 to 1A.
Efficient shipping, excellent installation instructions, superb fit. Overall, I am very impressed
and will recommend 1A Auto anytime.. Everything fit perfectly, and the price was great! Free
shipping isn't bad either! Perfect fit, great installation video, easy transaction and a great price!
New Look for my 07 Surburan. They was real easy to install had the old one out in the knew one

replace in 40min. Great job. Chevy Suburban Headlights. Love, love my new headlights for my
Suburban! Great quality and they work so well! I can see to drive at night so much better! Great
price and fast delivery from 1A Auto! I received and installed the headlights myself by using the
video they came out good however after installing them. I notice scratch marks on the inside
only noticeable with lights on. I informed 1A and received a new pair haven't put them in yet but
was amaze by their service. Perfect fit and look. The set of lights arrived in about two days. This
was sooner than expected. The lights are a spot on match and fit. The how to video was very
good too but a bit misleading. The mechanic said that they came with bulbs. As my computer
would not let me order on line I had to call. The customer service is very good and
knowledgeable. She said that yes they do come with bulbs but they are test bulbs only and
should be replaced with new bulbs. The on-line description indicated that you can use your own
wiring harness. The new ones came with a new harness so I used it and the test bulbs. I got
valuable experience changing these lights so if the test bulbs don't hold up very long I feel like I
can change them fairly easily. I would defiantly recommend these lights. I have now changed
headlight assemblies in maybe five or six different vehicles. All supplied from 1A and have
never been disappointed with the quality or fit. Go for it, It will make a big difference in how your
car looks. Good lu. Love the new headlights in our Chevy Tahoe! The original pair were
yellowing and full on the interior, blocking light from illuminating the road. I ordered a
replacement headlight housing for my wife's truck. Not only was the price decent but it was
determined i got both for the price i was expecting for only one. Then, when the package arrived
on time as stated in the order, i opened the boxes to find each light came with all brand new
bulbs already installed! Good product, good price! Headlights were exactly as described. They
included all the bulbs which made the installation easier. The installation video also made it
easier to know how to install without having to remove the whole front end! Amazing vakue.
These were a perfect fit to replace the headlights on our Phaeton motor home. They are
gorgeous and make such a difference on the coach from the scratched originals. The only
difference I could find between these and the OEM lights was that all four mounting points
weren't drilled to receive a bolt. We may have to do some tweaking to make sure they're secure.
Excellent investment. Video made the installation process a breeze. I will definitely purchase
necessary parts for my vehicle from 1aauto. Avalanche Headlights. Searching for replacement
headlights for my Avalanche due to pitting from a sand storm while driving through AZ on
vacation. The price was very good, appearance seemed like the oem ones, and ordering was
very easy and quick. The pair of lamps were quickly received and the appearance was exactly
like the oem ones and they also came with all the bulbs making it an even better purchase price.
It was a few weeks before I got around to installing them due to holidays and since it was my
vehicle a time slot to do it as well. After pulling the assemblies from the final plastic wrap I
found a small broken tab on the right one. Contacted customer service for an adhesive
recommendation to reattach the tab but they sent me a full replacement lamp assembly which
was received in 2 days. Also their instructions and or how to video links are very valuable.
Navigation of their website is easy and informative. I would definitely recommend 1A Auto for
any of their. Great value of the price. Immediate facelift to my Tahoe, much better visibility at
night. The way Chevy designed these is terrible and makes installation much harder than it has
to be. My only concern was that these headlights were much lighter in weight then the OEM
headlights, but two weeks with them installed and they work and look great. Headlamps say a
lot about the condition and care of a vehicle. Safety in night driving is another huge issue. The
cleaning kits just are not as effective. A reasonable cost for proper maintenance. Great lights.
Lights are very nice, match OEM quality, fit perfectly. Had one that was damaged, they took care
of it promptly. Customer service is top notch. Looks new again. Headlights came packaged very
well, no way they could get damaged in shipping. The installation video was very helpful and
spot on, using painters tape to protect the bumper paint during installation was an appreciated
tech tip. The passenger low beam did not work at first. Turns out one of the pins inside the
connector had pushed through the socket. A pair of needle nose pliers easily pulled the pin and
I heard it click as it properly set in the socket, which fixed the low beam issue. I was not aware
the bulbs that came with the headlights were test bulbs until after everything was installed. It
would have been helpful to have a paper flyer with the delivery indicating the bulbs should be
replaced before installing the headlights to avoid doing the installation over again. Otherwise,
it's a big appearance jump for the frontend of my Tahoe, looks new again. Headlights Chevy
Avalanche. Just what we needed! Great price, fast shipping! Will purchase from 1A Auto again.
Pretty good but blemishes. Received quicky, fit well and installation was pretty straight forward.
Qualty is questionable. Problem is with driver's side light. It appears that quality control is not a
priority to this manufacturer. I would have returned these but the time, expense and effort to do
so makes it not worth it. I just hope these are just blemishes or bubbles in the plastic and not

actually chips or cracks that will cause problems later. I have purchased from 1A Auto
numerous times in the past and have always been satisfied before but not so much this time.
These items arrived on time and fits perfectly. Gave my car that brand new appearance again
immediately! Money well spent. Great looking headlights. Great looking headlights with bulbs
for a little over the cost of just bulbs. Had to get a replacement part. Replaced both head lights
due to fogging, the drivers side would not adjust. New part worked like it supposed to. Only
issue was having to dissamble front end twice. Headlights for 07 surburban. After watching A1
autos installation instructions the headlights went in very easy. Seem like great quality for the
money and made my wife very happy. The bulbs are standard headlight bulbs, not sure what
people were talking about temporary bulbs. Overall very satisfied with my purchase. Thanks A1
auto!! I would purchase and are going to buy more parts from 1aauto parts. The headlights I
purchase was a direct fit with no problem I just followed your instructions on iTunes and it was
easy installation. One happy customer!!! Easy installation. Fairly easy to install, although, what
brilliant GM designer thought it was a good idea to have to remove the front bumper to replace
the headlight. All Lit up! Ordered 2 new headlights to replace the clouded lenses on original
lights for my Avalanche. Chevy makes it a little tricky, but do-able, and well worth it. Lights
came in 2 days, and came with all bulbs installed as an extra surprise. As always I am very
happy with all of my purchases from 1A auto. No need to shop for auto parts at stores. Thank
you for great service, Jorge Garcia. Great lights I love them. Best light make my truck look new I
want to buy another pair because the price was so good but I only have one truck lol you guys
are great highly recommended. Headlight Assembly for a Chevy. Part arrived earlier than
expected, headlight assembly fit the Chevy Tahoe truck perfectly and with free shipping. So far
so good. Only had for a couple weeks. Just like OEM. Free shipping and the parts were exactly
what they said they would be. They even have instructional videos, so i was able to change my
headlights myself. Replacement headlights. The headlight replacements I purchased from you
where awesome, they fit perfect and look great. New vision! I purchased a pair of new headlight
replacement assemblies for my Chavrolet Tahoe Z They are great! Not only did they come with
new bulbs installed, but restored my night vision. Made my Taho take on a renewed look to!
Great product, great people and great service! Quality Headlights. Direct OEM mount up, no
wiring involved. Includes bulbs and wiring harness. Sharp appearance. Highly recommend.
These Fit and Worked Great. Had a low beam light go out and started looking at my headlight
assemblies and found most of the brackets on my headlights were broke and needed replaced
anyway. Found these with an on-line search, got them in a few days. Was pleasantly surprised
when they came with all the lights per installed and took about a 45 minutes to get them
installed. Could not have asked for a better or easier experience! Great product. Great Product
and Followup. The website was easy to navigate and they reached out to make sure that I was
satisfied with my purchase. The installation videos are also very helpful. Just like new but not
dealership cost. Arrived quickly only a couple of days. Work great came with bulbs and a new
wiring harness so it was just easy clip in new harness and headlight bolts and you're done.
They have only been in about a week or 2 now but working great so far. I would recommend
these headlights a d the company to anyone this isn't the first successful purchase from this
website. Great looking product. Quick delivery. Will buy from 1A again. Very pleased. Headlights
for 2l Avalanche. The headlights for the Avalanche are great. They are exactly as the OEM
product and were very easy to install, especially after viewing the video provided by 1A Auto
Parts. These lights and my previous purchases from IA AP have all been great products. Thank
You.. Great fitment and accurate description! Super fast delivery!!!!!!! Replaced Tahoe
Headlights. Thanks Guys. The job takes about an hour, upgrade your bulbs!! Nothing like new
lights to show you the way. Just Get Them Easy to Install Love this Site! Just trying to figure
out what to do next! Fantastic experience from start to finish. Ordered new set of lights for my
Suburban and told the lady that the drivers side headlight I had just purchased a few months
ago, for my Chevy van, was leaking. Immediately she said they would ship me another one for
the van. Already replaced the one, shipped back the defective one, and installed the two on my
Highly recommend them. Headlight replacement. So, I saw 1A Auto video on replacement the
entire head light and was convinced that I could do the work myself. The lights came within 3
days and I replaced the head lights. Great product, great service and great price. We could not
be happier with our decision to do the work ourselves. Easy to install and made it look like
factory added a newer look to the vehicle. Super Headlights. I bought new headlights to replace
the old faded headlights. Not only can I see better at night, but, the new lights give my '07 Chevy
a much better appearance. Well Done 1A Auto. Thanks for the parts, they make the front end
like new again! Thanks 1A Auto! Headlights Avalanche. Very pleased with the headlights and
easy to install. Great Headlights. Fit perfect. Very bright and easy to adjuste. Highly
recommended!!! Great replacement option. They look exactly like the OEM, and the quality

easily meets or exceeds that as well. The headlight aiming on these housings is better than the
OEM as well. Easier to install than I thought. They where easier to install than expected. The
quality was good and the alignment is absolutely necessary. Clear and a huge improvement
over the older pitted lenses. Buy with confidence. I will note some shadows in the light beam
but It is not a super big deal. Replacement Headlights for Chevy Tahoe. Not only was the online
ordering process super easy, but the videos made replacing these a snap. These were exact fit
replacements and we didn't have any issues with them. The old lights were very foggy and one
even had a hole burned in it. The new look is fantastic and my daughter feels like she has a new
vehicle. I highly recommend this product and most importantly, 1A Auto. Keep up the great
work!! The part works exactly and yes I would recommend a1auto to family and friends. Great
service at a great price. The videos are tremendous and help guys like me determine whether I
want to tackle a particular project and then help me through the steps and practical ways to get
the job done. Price and delivery time are great as well. Headlamps fit and work perfect. Plug and
play!! Crappy lens on factory headlights dimmed the entire reason to have headlights. Also they
made the Tahoe look older than it was. Lots of choices on net. Cost and delivery with awesome
packing not a scratch was tremendous. Extra bonus was they came with bulbs. Great price, I
had expected to use my old bulbs or go buy new. Excellent Fit, Finish and How-to-Video.
Includes Bulbs too. I'm extremely happy and wish I had replaced them years back. When you
fist look at these lights, i's a bit scary thinking about how to remove and replace them.
Fortunately the 1A Auto Video shows you exactly how to replace them. Take special notice of
the angles used to remove and install them; the videos worked great for me. I had both
headlights out and back-in in about 1-hour total time. These headlight assemblies include New
Bulbs too! What was challenging was removal of the old lights. There is a black tab that helps
hold the lens onto the main assembly. I think these black tabs are primarily there to be used in
the manufacturing process and don't really serve a function in the field; the lens appears to be
glued the the assembly. In my case, the black tabs were bending backwards, preventing me
from easily pulling out the old Headlight Assemblies. The tabs get caught on the plastic bumper
assembly which surrounds the headlights. When I exerted a strong steady force, th. I ordered a
pair of headlights for my Dodge Ram Chevy Monte Carlo Ford Explorer and now I have a
Chevrolet Tahoe I'm order headlights for all vehicles love the product great quality order
shipped on time and I will be doing more business with 1A Auto quality stores for Quality Parts I
recommend anyone to order any parts you need for your automobile from this place right part
great price. Far Exceeded Expectations. Ordered a pair of headlamp assemblies to replace badly
oxidized lenses for my Tahoe. In regard to aesthetics and function, I preferred 1A Auto's
website over your competitor. With standard free shipping, parts arrived days early. I was
pleasantly surprised that all new bulbs were included and installed -- as were the wiring
harnesses. Self-installation was quick and uneventful, with one minor issue. During a pre-install
test after mating with the original wiring, I determined not all lights illuminated. During
connecting, one of the pins inside the new connector had become depressed preventing
contact. This was quickly resolved by installing the new bulbs into my original lens wiring
harness. Once installed, fit and finish were perfect and took many years off the appearance of
my Tahoe. Great Service. I have used A1 several times all parts are correct and shipped on time.
Thanks A1. Great installation video!! I tried "sanding" oxidation off of my Tahoe headlights with
no success. Installed this pair of new headlights with lamps in less than an hour. They look
great, and I have much improved night illumination whilst driving!! Perfect fit Video made it an
easy install. Parts were a perfect match and the video made it an easy install!! These assemblies
where a perfect match for my suburban, popped right in! Took less than an hour from start to
finish to remove the old headlight assemblies and replace with the new ones. Chevy Headlight
Pair. I am very satisfied with this product. Everything Great. Very happy with my purchase.
Arrived quickly and correctly. Easy process to install by following your youtube video for
installation. Bright, clear, and performed exactly as expected. This set of headlights is
performing exactly as I expected them too. My old set of headlights had some broken mounting
points, were getting faded and UV damaged even after performing a repair kit and I highly
recommend buying both headlights together. I only thought I needed one headlight that had a
broken mount, but after buying two to keep the clarity consistent between both sides, I found
my other headlight broken as well. It took me 5 minutes to align the beams after I installed them
which probably took me 30 minutes start to finish. They are amazingly clear and I am very
happy with them. Had no problems installing with the install video. They look great and seam to
be of good quality. A good buy! Great purchase. I wa just going to replace my bulbs. My
headlight lenses were scratched and yellowing. These new headlights look and work great. The
YouTube video helped out tremendously. The purchase was easy, shipping was faster than I
expected. New headlights look great. We had our mechanic install them for us, he said he had

no issues with the install. I did upgrade the bulbs prior to the install due to the difficulty in
changing bulbs with the Avalanche. Great Product. The headlights were easy to install. After
watching the video. I did replace all the bulbs, with the ones I presently had. All of the
advertising in the website are true. The price value is very reasonable. I have purchased many
items from 1A auto int the past. I trust them with and their integrity. The customer service is
excellent. I was a little worried about these headlights not working as good as the OEM, but they
worked great. Had no problems installing them. I have a Chevy Avalanche Z I highly recommend
these. Direct replacement, good quality. Very satisfied with these headlights. They are good
quality, and direct replacement for OEM parts. Head lights. Perfect fit,item as describe, great
price. I purchase a headlight set for my avalanche Chevrolet they fit perfect how lower problem
figuring it out but they went in well I was well pleased I've also used y'all on my Grand Marquis
headlight excellent job guys. Thanks A-1 Auto. Just as I expected. Parts came before I expected
them to arrive which was great. They fit perfectly and look great. Really made the front of my
ride look like new again. Thanks for the great product. I purchased headlights for a chevy
suburban. I was amazed on how easy it was to install them by watching the a1 auto video. I will
be ordering more parts for my vehicle and recommend a1 auto to my family and friends. Like
oem. Quality product. Fit was perfect like oem. Fast shipping as always. The new headlight
assembles fit great and look good. Your video showing how to remove and repalce them was on
the money and made it very east to do. Great value, one for on fit!!! Better than expected! I got
more than what I thought I paid for. Five stars for me! Exactly what I needed and expected. Easy
to install and made a huge difference in the look of the truck!! Headlight repair. Good price and
the lights look good. I will not hesitate to buy more parts from 1aauto. Great price.. New
Headlights were perfect. Defenetly shopping again. Fast shipping and good quality parts. The
headlights cane fast and they look amazing on my avalanche. Exact fit,excellent look and just
like factory headlights. Would buy again. Were exactly as described,arrived quickly,and fit
perfect. Ordering was easy and shipment arrived very quickly. Installation was easier than I
anticipated due to the very detailed video that 1A Auto posted. Everything swapped out exactly
as stated in the video. Very sharp looking. I am also very pleased with the price as the two
headlight assemblies cost the same as if I was purchasing only one used headlight from the
local junk yard. The ordering process was simple and the headlights fit perfectly, I will be
ordering frequently from this company. Headlights do not adjust. I should have checked to
make sure the headlights adjusted up and down before I installed these cheap, overseas
manufactured headlights. I tried to adjust the headlights after installing both of them on my
Tahoe and both headlights are defective. One headlight points up and the other points down. It
looks like my Tahoe had a stroke. Great Buy. Perfect fit, reasonably priced. Always a great fit. I
have ordered several of these for customer cars and they always fit great. Very satisfied! Great
experience all around really loved the installation videoes they provide it made the job easy.
Perfect replacements. Great quality and they fit perfect. Great product, great price. Easy install
and a perfect fit. This is the best replacement for original headlights and for the best price. Head
light replacement. Light housing looks identical to OEM housings. Installed without any issues
everything lined up correctly and they even came with wiring harness and new bulbs. Awesome
experience and quality from 1A. Will definitely be buying more from 1A. I bought these because
my old were very hazy. The new ones fit perfect and look really good. Great product,and
service! I recieved my package on time and in great condition. Installation was easy with your
video. And the light's made my Tahoe look like new. Adjusting was easy and light is bright.
Thank you. Stro's on third. Replaced Chevy Avalanche with new light asms Installed great.
Awesome User experience and quality product. Fantastic first time experience and product
delivery was timely and of great quality. Will definitely bookmark feature future auto repairs and
replacement parts. Well done 1aauto. Rock and Roll! Originals had a crack and allowed
condensation. Bada Bing Bada Boom. Very Pleased. The headlights were reasonably priced and
came with the bulbs and wiring. Nice quality. Items were shipped in a very timely manner and
arrived with no damage. They were packaged very well and the quality of your product is greatly
appreciated. They were a perfect match for the OEM, fit like a glove. Just installed and plugged
in. Totally transformed the vehicle back to a "like new" status. I had previously purchased a
headlight set from another vendor and then realized they did not include the bulbs. Once arrived
they were both broken on the back and both were very poorly packaged. The vendor responded
quickly with a return. This is why I am very appreciative of your level of product. No hassles and
it worked right the first time. Thanks Again, Don. Perfect fit!! Quick shipment. Perfect fit. Great
price. Couldn't have been better. Thanks for the great product and service. I ordered some
headlights for my son for Christmas. Although we received the incorrect set, they could not
have made it any easier to return and replace. We will definitely purchase again from this
company! Do the actual bulbs come with it? It says test bulbs included but must be replaced

before installation. Plug n play. Fit in as stock headlights would. Look great! Makes the truck
look years newer. Great headlights. Great replacement headlights. Watched the video they have
for replacing the headlights and made it quick and easy switch. New set of eye. The parts fit just
like the factory part. The instructional video was a plus screwdriver and socket wrench and you
are done. Made the front of my truck look new again. Scott T. Yes these are an OEM style
replacement lamp. Brian F. Art Y. Our vendor does not work with the CAPA certification. Alex P.
What size bulbs do these headlamps use? Helen B. Low beam: H11 High beam: Tim K. Are the
bulbs included? Tony M. Our lights do not include the bulbs. You will be able to reuse your
original bulbs. Adam G. James W. Are these tinted? Chelsea R. Matt P. No, they are crystal
clear! Dave S. No, they are clear. Wes W. No, they are just clear like stock originals. Chris P. Hi
Chelsea, these are not tinted factory OEM finish. Dino D. The item replacement headlight I
purchased was as close to OEM with clear lens and fit as original. Paul P. No they are not. John
C. Glen R. Dean G. Just saw that they have a lifetime warranty so I would recommend. Darin H.
They are clear.. Also they have a lifetime warranty so I would recommend them. They are just
like factory look great. Anthony F. Do they come with the wiring harness? Jose R. They come
fully socketed with bulbs. The bulbs are supposedly test quality and so I recommend you
replace them. The existing harness will plug into a connector on the socket. No wiring harness
is included. Mark J. Premiered and ready to install! Pre-wired and ready to install! Thank you for
your inquiry! These headlights will not include a wiring harness but they will have connectors
on the back of the housing to plug into the existing harness on the vehicle. Please let us know if
you have any further questions, thank you! Jessica D. No, they come with the housing, bulbs
and sockets. They plug directly into the factory wiring harness. Scott S. I just need the drivers
side low beam bulb. Trisha S. We do not carry bulbs here. You should be able to source a new
bulb locally. If you have any other questions, let us know. Are these the LED headlights? Robert
L. Wyatt R. Frank H. Hello, These are halogen. Corey M. No, they are Halogen Lamps. I
personally. As a former Lighting Spec. Most are not a color that is safe for driving! Are these
headlights adjustable? Steve F. Yes they are. Johm J. Thank you for your inquiry, Steve! Yes
these can be vertically adjusted. Alex S. Under the warranty tab it says that bulbs are not
included? If the bulbs are included then shouldn't you update the listing details? Marc A. Bulbs
are not included in the warranty. The listing states : Assemblies include test bulbs that
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should be replaced before installation. Andra M. Walter B. YES, These Lights are excellent. I am
percent satisfied with them. Yes, the headlights are properly sealed. The brand DIY solutions is
made by a variety of over seas manufacturers. The parts are built to the same specs as the OE
and we back them with a limited Lifetime Warranty! Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To
Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your
option isn't listed search Headlight Assemblies.

